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Parts List

ARC-2 module
Decals
Power Cable
Fuse

WARNING: DO NOT INSTALL THIS ON A VEHICLE ALREADY EQUIPPED WITH A CAPACITIVE DISCHARGE IGNI-
TION. 

NOTE : YOU MUST ALSO PURCHASE AN INSTALL KIT. THERE ARE MODEL SPECIFIC KITS FOR CERTAIN VE-
HICLES, OR GENERIC INSTALL KITS. FOR EASIEST INSTALL, USE A MODEL SPECIFIC KIT, AS THIS WILL HAVE

BEEN TESTED ON YOUR VEHICLE, AND INCLUDE BRACKETS, HARNESSES, SETUP INSTRUCTIONS, AND
OTHER ITEMS TO MAKE INSTALL AS TROUBLE FREE AS POSSIBLE. GENERIC KITS INCLUDE A STANDARD

HARNESS, AND MAY REQUIRE BRACKET FABRICATION, AS WELL AS SPLICING THE HARNESS INTO THE VE-
HICLES STOCK HARNESS.

NOTE: SOME VEHICLES HAVE IGNITION COILS THAT ARE NOT COMPATIBLE WITH CDI STYLE IGNITIONS.

Specifications
Operating Voltage: 8-20V

Operating Current: 7A@10,000 RPM

Max Operating RPM: 18,000 RPM

Ambient Temp range:

Min:  Below -40C 

Max: +90 C

Ignition inputs: 2, rising or falling edge selectable

Ignition outputs: 2 independent channels capable of 
asynchronous operation

Ignition output energy: 189+ mJ per channel

Ignition output Voltage: 500+ Volts

Asynchronous Restriking CDI – 2 channel

Restrike window: 25 degrees, up to 3500 RPM

Max number of sparks 
per sequence: 5

Launch limiter range: 3000-11900 RPM

Launch limiter input: Single wire, ground to activate

Timing Retard: 10 degrees user activated 

Timing Retard input: Single wire, ground to activate

Tach output: 0-12V square wave, 50% duty cycle, 
Standard 4 cylinder configuration, 

Recommended power fuse: 30A ATC Blade

Dimensions: 4.1”x4.6”x1.5”

Weight: 1.5 lbs

Dynatek 164 S. Valencia St. Glendora CA, 91741 www.dynaonline.com
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Introduction

Thank you for purchasing the Dynatek ARC-2 Ignition. Please take a few moments and read through all of the installation
information before attempting to install this. If this is being installed on a vehicle which we make a plug in harness for, we highly
suggest you use that harness. Consult the Installation Guide included with that harness for vehicle specific installations. If you
have any more questions, please consult your Dynatek dealer before installation.

The ARC-2 ignition was designed with several key technologies that enable it to optimize your vehicles ignition system, and
realizing the performance potential of your vehicles engine. The design features that help to do this were how the ARC-2 was
named – Asynchronously Restriking CDI – 2 channel.  

The Asynchronous firing allows you to run the 2 channels independently. Each channel has its own storage capacitor. This
allows the ARC to fire the 2 channels simultaneously, or nearly simultaneously. This is necessary in applications where there
are leading and trailing spark plugs firing close together.

The Restriking fires off lean mixtures at idle and low RPMs. Restriking will fire the spark plug multiple times at low RPMS,
so that if the mixture did not light the first time, it will be ignited the second time, ensuring that the combustion occurs. The
ARC uses ISP (Intelligent Spark Profiling) to speed up the second and later sparks. This ensures that the second spark on
the ARC occurs sooner than would otherwise be possible.

The Capacitive Discharge Ignition design produces a short duration high intensity spark, with a profile designed to ignite
under the most severe conditions. This high voltage and intensity makes the spark more likely to ignite on high power appli-
cations like high compression, turbocharged, and/or nitrous equipped vehicles.

It is also ideally suited for high RPM use, where the zero dwell time means it will have full power to much higher RPM than
possible with most coils.

Pre Installation
Basics of CDI vs. Inductive ignition

There are two commonly used types of ignition on the market today: Capacitive Discharge, and Inductive. They have funda-
mental differences not only in how they work, but also in how they are wired. 

Inductive Ignitions are very common in factory applications.
They require fewer parts, and are cheaper to build. They work by
storing energy in the ignition coil. It draws 12V from the battery,
through the ignition coil on the primary side, and then to the ECU
(or to a power transistor) as shown in Figure 1(a). This current
builds up a magnetic field within the coil. To create the spark, the
current is stopped. This causes the magnetic field to collapse,
and creates the voltage spike on the secondary that starts the
spark. See Figure 1(b).

The coil resistance and inductance are very important on
Inductive Ignitions. The amount of time the coil is being charged
with current by the ECU is often referred to as the dwell time.
How much current is needed, and how quickly the current flow
rises is directly related to the coil resistance and inductance. In
an Inductive Ignition system, mismatching your coils to the dwell
time the ECU gives could result in either too weak of a signal to
create a spark, or too much current that could damage the ECU,
coils, or both. Also, the total amount of energy that can be
produced from the ignition is going to be a function of the dwell
time, and inductance of the coil. With a large inductance, the
dwell time will have to be very long, but you can store more total
energy. A small inductance allows the current and energy storage
to build very quickly, but it has much less total energy storage
capacity.



In a Capacitive Discharge Ignition System, the coil does not
store the energy prior to firing. The capacitor stores the
energy, as shown in Figure 2(a). Then when the ECU wants
to create a spark, it triggers the capacitor to fire, and all of the
energy stored in the capacitor is delivered to the coil in a very
short, high power pulse as shown in Figure 2(b). This pulse
will be several hundreds of volts. The coil then acts as a trans-
former, and changes that pulse into several thousand volts,
enough to create the spark.

The Capacitive Discharge Ignition requires zero dwell time
for the coils, the maximum RPM is limited by how quickly the
capacitor can be recharged. This allows CD Ignitions to hold
consistent spark energy at much higher RPM than factory
inductive ignitions. It also means that CD Ignitions can work
with a much broader range of coils than stock inductive igni-
tions, since dwell time no longer is a critical parameter.

Spark Restrike
CD Ignitions provide a more powerful, but very short spark.

Inductive ignitions create a spark that lasts significantly
longer. Because of how the energy is stored in a magnetic
field within the ignition coil, any time an inductive spark is
blown out, it will try to restart the spark automatically. CD Igni-
tions deliver most of their energy so quickly that if a spark is
blown out, it will almost never have time or energy to restart
the spark.

This matters most under light load and lean air fuel
mixtures, when it may be possible for a spark to fire, but not
have any fuel in the spark gap. The ability to restrike the spark
at that point will ensure a complete combustion, and smoother
running.

This statement needs to be repeated:Multiple sparks on a
CDI are NOT for power gains, but rather for cleaning up emis-
sions. 

Most typical CD Ignitions fire the multisparks around 1
spark per millisecond. This rate is tied to the amount of time
it takes them to recharge the capacitor.  While this may seem
quick at first glance, 1 millisecond is 18 degrees later at just
3000 RPM. And many CD Ignitions stop multiple sparks in the
3000-4000 RPM range, because it just takes too long to get
that second spark. With that much timing delay, multiple
sparks are clearly not for power.

The ARC-2 improves upon this by lowering the time it takes
to get that second spark, using a proprietary technique called
Intelligent Spark Profiling, or ISP. 

Ignition Coils
On vehicles equipped with inductive ignitions, there are a

wide variety of coils. Some coils have 4 outputs, some have
2, and some have 1. The 4 output coils are usually dual 2
output coils molded into 1 package. The 2 output coils are
designed to fire both spark plugs at the same time. The ARC-
2 can handle all of these configurations.
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Some coils have the drive circuitry (the part that draws the current through

the coil to charge the coil) built into the coil itself. In other applications, that
drive circuitry is built into the ECU, or built into a separate device sometimes
called a power transistor.

A CD Ignition will NOT work with a coil that has the drive circuitry built into
the coil. In order to make a CD Ignition work on those vehicles, you must
replace the coils with coils that do not have that drive circuitry. These vehi-
cles usually also have a coil signal that is inverted from a standard coil signal.
So the CD Ignition has to be capable of reading this inverted signal. The
ARC-2 can be set up to work with standard coil signals, or inverted signals,
like those used by coils with driver circuitry built in.

The most common way to identify a coil with the drive circuitry built in is
looking at its wiring:

A standard single or dual output ignition coil will have 2 wires 
- a wire to 12V, and a wire to the ECU power transistor.

A 4 output standard ignition coil will have 3 wires
– a wire to 12V, and 2 wires to the ECU or power 
transistor. Each of the 2 wires controls 2 of the 4 coil 
outputs.

A single or dual output coil with drive circuitry will have 3 wires 
– a wire to 12V, a wire to ground, and a wire from the 
ECU. Some models of coil have an addition wire back to
the ECU, to monitor the coil output.

Not all coils will conform to this, so it is a good idea to consult the vehicle owner’s manual for wiring diagrams of the coils
before attempting to do any wiring. 

Some vehicles have external power transistors, which are the circuits that control the current flow in inductive coils. If
installing on a vehicle with a power transistor, you have 2 choices. You can install the ARC-2 between the power transistor
and coil, and set it up like a standard coil. Or you can remove the power transistor, and wire the ARC-2 directly to the ECU
and coil, and set the ARC-2 up as if you were replacing a coil w/driver.

In addition to the above, when trying to select coils for use with a CDI, you should pick coils with a relatively low primary
resistance, preferably under 0.5 ohm.

Spark Plugs
The high voltage short duration of a CD Ignition allows it to fire across spark plug gaps that are too large for standard induc-

tive coils. Oftentimes, inductive ignitions will require that a spark plug gap be decreased from stock to work under boost. With
a CD Ignition, the gap can usually be left at the factory setting or even increased over stock. The amount of allowable gap will
vary based on vehicle, coil, and cylinder pressure. So while there is no set value to use, starting with the OE recommended
plug gap is a safe bet. A colder plug may also be necessary.

Use with an aftermarket ECU
Aftermarket ECUs often have programmable dwell times, as well as programmable ignition timing tables. These dwell values

may be set up to vary with battery voltage. For a CDI, there is no need for a dwell time, or to vary it with battery voltage, but
the dwell time should be a nonzero value. Some ECUs come with a CDI output option, which would be good to use.

Some ECUs are offered as plug-n-play and should control the coils very close to the same as the stock ECU. You should
be able to use the ARC-2 with it just as if it were a stock ECU. 
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Wire Functions:
The wires on the ARC-2 are color coded as follows:

On the 2 pin power connector (12 gauge wiring)

Red – Battery 12V 

Black – Battery Ground

On the 16 pin connector:

1) Blue – Output to Coil 1

2) Black – Coil Ground

6) Green – Tach Signal

7) Blue/Black – Coil 1 Signal from ECU

8) Purple – Retard Enable

9) White – Output to Coil 2

10) Black – Coil Ground

12) Orange – 12V to Coil

14) White/Black – Coil 2 Signal from ECU

16) Purple/White – Clutch Switch for Launch Limiter

Standard Installation Procedure:
1) Disconnect vehicle battery ground.

2) Determine if the coils are compatible with the ARC-2, as described in Pre Installation. 

3) Mount ARC-2 main unit in desired location. Mount it away from heat sources such as exhaust manifolds. Make sure
the power harness can reach the battery. The closer to the battery you can mount it, the better. Make sure that the 
main harness is able to reach the coils.

4) Wire Power Harness to vehicle battery. Cut it to length as needed, shorter power wires are better. Do not cut it 
shorter than the fuse connector, as you must keep a fuse in the power line for safety.

5) Wire Main Harness (from the install kit) using the Standard Installation Diagrams shown below. For each wire, 
perform the cut first then splice the wires onto the 2 cut wire ends as shown.

6) Make sure the Coil Edge Select switch on the ARC-2 is set to the correct setting. Set the Launch Limiter RPM to Off.

7) Plug in Power Harness, install fuse. Plug in Main Harness.

8) Reconnect vehicle ground.

9) Turn off Spark Restrike, and check vehicle idle timing, to make sure that it is in spec. This will verify that you have 
the Coil Edge Select set correctly.

Once the ARC-2 is installed and working, you can wire in the additional features. 
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ECU or Power Transistor

SWITCHED +12V

     Coil for
cylinders 1 and 4

    Coil for
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30A FUSE

    Coil for
cylinders 2 and 3

ECU or Power Transistor

     Coil for
cylinders 1 and 4

SWITCHED +12V

Standard Installation Diagrams:
Note: Perform all cuts and splices close to the coil. There should be NOTHING ELSE connected to the 

wires that go between the ARC-2 and coil (the white, blue, and black wires). Failure to follow this will likely

damage anything else connected, and possibly damage the ARC-2 and coil as well.

Typical 4 cylinder Distributorless Ignition, 2-coil setup:
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Standard Installation Diagrams (CONTINUED):
Note: Perform all cuts and splices close to the coil. There should be NOTHING ELSE connected to the 

wires that go between the ARC-2 and coil (the white, blue, and black wires). Failure to follow this will likely

damage anything else connected, and possibly damage the ARC-2 and coil as well.

Typical 4 cylinder Distributorless Ignition, 4-coil on plug (COP) setup:
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Connect in Series

Connect in Series

Coil 1 
Signal

Coil 2 
Signal

Coil 3 
Signal

CUT

Coil 4 
Signal

CUT

Coil #4

Coil #3

Coil #2

Coil #1

ECU or Power Transistor

Coil 1 
Signal

Coil 3 
Signal

Coil 4 
Signal

Coil 2 
Signal

SWITCHED +12V
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Standard Installation Diagrams (CONTINUED):
Note: Perform all cuts and splices close to the coil. There should be NOTHING ELSE connected to the 

wires that go between the ARC-2 and coil (the white, blue, and black wires). Failure to follow this will likely

damage anything else connected, and possibly damage the ARC-2 and coil as well.

Typical 4 cylinder Distributorless Ignition, 2-coil setup with Integrated Drivers (Ex: Evo8):

SWITCHED +12V
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SPLICE

ARC-2

AFTER

BEFORE

    Coil for
cylinders 2 and 3

     Coil for
cylinders 1 and 4

SWITCHED +12V

ECU or Power Transistor

ground

ground

*** MUST SUBSTITUTE ORIGINAL 
INTEGRATED DRIVER COILS WITH CDI 
COMPATIBE COILS (SEE TEXT) ***

*** ARC-2 DIP SWITCH SHOULD BE SET 
FOR COIL WITH DRIVER INPUT ***

*** CANNOT USE COILS WITH 
INTEGRATED DRIVER IN A CDI 
APPLICATION (SEE TEXT) ***
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Features and Auxillary Wiring Diagrams:
DIP Switch and Rotary Switches

There are 2 dip switches on the ARC-2 module, and 2 rotary switches. All switches are read at power up, and not read after-
wards. This is for reliability in high vibration environments, and to ensure that settings can not be accidentally tampered with
while the engine is running. If you change switch settings, you will need to turn off the engine and restart it for the new settings
to be read.

Spark Restrike On/off

This DIP Switch allows the user to select between having the ARC-2 fire only one time at all RPMs, or having it restrike at
lower RPMs. This is useful for setting/checking engine timing, and also if there are other electronics that might be confused
by multiple sparks.

Coil Edge Select

The Coil Edge Select Switch allows the user to change how the input signal is read. It can be set to look for a signal from
the ECU for a standard coil, or can be set for a typical coil with driver. This changes the edge that the CD Ignition fires on. 

With a standard coil and stock ignition, the spark occurs when the voltage to the coil goes from 0 to 12V. The ARC-2 looks
for this rising edge signal, and this is where it fires.

With a driver-in-coil setup (example: Mitsubishi Evo8), the spark occurs when the signal to the coil goes from 12V or 5V down
to 0V. So the ARC-2 looks for the falling edge signal, and this is where it fires.

Two Step Launch Limiter

The Two Step Launch limiter allows the user to pre set a lower RPM limit that can be enabled or disabled with a switch. This
is often used in drag racing as a way to get quicker, more consistent launches. The limit allows the driver to keep the gas pedal
floored and the engine held at that lower RPM, which also allows turbos to spool up before the start of the race. Then when
it is time to go, the driver is able to leave the gas floored, and just adjust the speed of the clutch release to get the fastest
possible launch. The launch limiter is enabled with a switched input. Select a quality switch to mount on the clutch lever or
pedal. Grounding the input wire enables the launch limit, removing the ground disables the launch RPM limit, and allows the
engine to rev to its normal RPM limit. Launch limiters are normally wired to a clutch switch that shuts the limiter off automat-
ically once the clutch is released. 

The ARC-2 launch limiter is adjustable from 3,000-11,900
RPM in increments of 100 RPM. To set the RPM for the
launch limiter, simply adjust the knobs on the ARC-2 to the
desired RPM. The knob labeled X1000 sets the RPM value in
thousands, and the knob labeled X100 sets the RPM value in
hundreds. For example, to set the launch limit to 6400 RPM,
you would set the X1000 knob to 6, and the X100 knob to 4.
Setting the X1000 knob to OFF disables the launch limit.

The launch RPM knobs are only read by the ignition at
startup, to prevent any sort of vibration problems. So if you
change the knobs with the engine running, it will not take
effect until the next time you shut down, and restart the
engine.

ARC-2

CLUTCH SWITCH
(not supplied)

ground

   BULLET 
CONNECTOR

VIOLET/WHITE
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Troubleshooting

If the unit is not running at all, first check the 30A fuse and
make sure it is still intact. Then make sure it is getting 12V
and ground on the main power harness. If the unit is getting
12V, then look at the coil wiring connections. 

If the unit is running but poorly, check the conditions of the
spark plugs spark plug boots, and plug wires. Try to deter-
mine if the problem is with one specific cylinder, or one
channel on the ignition, or if it occurs on all of them. Inspect
all wiring. Make sure the Coil Edge Select is set correctly. You
can verify this with a timing light.

In order to check the timing with a timing light, you will need
to disable the Spark Restrike temporarily. 

Timing Retard

The timing retard function allows the user to retard the igni-
tion timing by a fixed ten degrees (10°) when the timing retard
input is enabled.

To activate the timing retard, the Purple timing retard wire
needs to be grounded. Removing the input wire from ground
will de-activate the retard, and fire without any delay.

Tach output

An optional tach output wire is included in the harness. This
creates a tach signal based off the input into channel 1. It will
be double the frequency of channel 1, so it should work with
standard 4 cylinder tachs, as well as with most aftermarket
electronics. It is a 12V square wave with a duty cycle of
approximately 50%. 

Some vehicles read the tach signal off of one of the coil
signal wires. If this signal is not there, the tach may not
operate. In some cases, the ECU might look at the signals to
each coil, and if it doesn’t see a coil firing, the ECU could shut
down the signal to that cylinder’s coil or injectors. This is very
common on newer 4 cylinder bikes with coil on plug. Vehicle
specific harnesses will include a tach adaptor adapter to
correct this, if it is needed for that application.  If a tach
adaptor is required on a custom application, contact Dynatek
for a Universal Tach Adaptor kit.

Dynatek
164 S. Valencia St.
Glendora CA, 91741

Tech Support: 1-800-928-3962
www.dynaonline.com


